All black 2005 mustang

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you
better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without worrying about
fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next day with our
Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. Transfer of vehicle from another
location to your neighborhood Enterprise Car Sales may require payment of a non-refundable
transfer fee to begin the process. Contact a Sales Consultant for details. Call us for further
details or stop by today for a test drive! Coverage runs concurrently with manufacturer
warranty. Restrictions apply. Vehicles subject to prior sale. We make every effort to provide
accurate information including but not limited to price, miles and vehicle options, but please
verify with your local Enterprise Car Sales location before purchasing. Current mileage may
vary due to test drives and vehicle relocation. Used vehicles were previously part of Enterprise
short term rental, lease fleet or purchased by Enterprise from other sources including auto
auctions, with previous use possibly short term rental, lease or other. Every person working at
carvana, with the exception of Crystal in underwriting and Tracy in Executive Team, have all
been mad, negligent, racist, unknowledgeable, unprofessional, and discriminating in the upper
mgt level!! My delivery has been postponed 3 times, and will be postponed for 4th time after I
call them to file complaint on my nightmare, Lisa!! She called me twice, mad?? She canceled
the 3rd delivery, demanding I re-sign another contract by noon, not taking into consideration
that I cannot function physically until or after 3 p. My vehicle was scheduled to be delivered
until p. Driver advised me on first embarrassing delivery that as long as contract was signed
during delivery, and I had proof that purchased vehicle was on auto insurance policy, he'd leave
my car!! I did add it to my auto insurance policy to start by date given, only to find that they
never brought the car on that day!! Now I have to go through the troubles to get it off!! Driver
was rude, late, and brought car to me at dark, and don't even carry an I pad for customers to
e-sign, in case contract not retrievable online to customer!! He was yelling across the street my
business and personal information to me!! What was most humiliating was that he brought
down the vehicle, with my neighbors watching, to later take it and put it back on flatbed!!! I had
purchased the vehicle in full!! The funds were verified with my credit union, which took an hour
and 3 attemps due to their lack of organization!! It only means that due to their negligence and
discrimination against a Disabled, Gay Hispanic, they are only setting Carvana up for lawsuits!!!
All of this occurred to me before signing their e-contract!! I'd rather have received my paid in
full vehicle in a timely manner as they advertise, then to seek legal remedy!!! We work with
various partners to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our reconditioning partners
perform the same point inspection and apply the same standards as Carvana does at our own
facilities. NOTE: This vehicle must be ordered from one of our partners and is not currently in
Carvana's possession. Come in or call today about this Ford Mustang EcoBoost! Don't sacrifice
on quality. Drive away in this car today. The Mustang may still have one of the most
recognizable names in the automotive world, but with its current design, it's far more than just a
pretty face and a familiar name.. Get it while it's hot! Only 15, miles! Get the right car at the right
price. You will not see yourself in every parking lot with this sporty vehicle. Offers to purchase
may only be made following purchaser test drive. No Dealers. Anthony Merchant was a
excellent salesman. He worked hard to get the deal I wanted on the particular vehicle I wanted.
Recommend asking for him if you want a good deal. Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent,
pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best
deal possible on every car as they already discounted and thousands below market value.
Buying a car from us is easy. Give us a call to confirm if we are partnered with your lender. Visit
our web site to fill out an application for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering
Auto Boutique for your next vehicle purchase. Purchase your next car either in store or online
today. All of our vehicles are priced thousands below KBB! Benji Auto Sales offers hundred of
vehicles below market value at one price. NO haggling just one low price. We offer fast, flexible,
and easy financing options for you. ONLY 24, Miles! GT trim. Back-Up Camera, Alloy Wheels.
Tire and wind noise are modest, making for a fairly peaceful cabin at highway speeds. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This unit has an
elegant black exterior finish. Enjoy the incredible handling with the rear wheel drive on the
vehicle. The Ford Mustang has a 2. The high efficiency automatic transmission shifts smoothly
and allows you to relax while driving. Easily set your speed in this small car with a state of the
art cruise control system. Increase or decrease velocity with the touch of a button. It is built for
driving comfort with a telescoping wheel. This small car is equipped with a gasoline engine.
Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an emergency. Small and nimble this Ford Mustang
scoots through traffic. It offers great fuel mileage and ease of parking. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Great people with

the small town feel of being completely honest and went up and beyond their duties to answer
all questions. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Type Coupe Convertible Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders 94 8
cylinders 6. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Dealer
Review: Every person working at carvana, with the exception of Crystal in underwriting and
Tracy in Executive Team, have all been mad, negligent, racist, unknowledgeable,
unprofessional, and discriminating in the upper mgt level!! Dealer Review: Anthony Merchant
was a excellent salesman. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. They were awesome. They were honest, answered
all our questions. We purchased a truck. They got back to us and told us what we would need to
apply for credit. Alex was top notch. Went over to see this one. A nice vehicle. A small dent in
the passenger door turned out to be larger than it looked. Still a good value for a daily driver. I
enjoyed my experience buying a car from them. I did not feel any sales pressure. The car was
exactly what they described in the ad. It was clean and ready to test drive. It was exactly what I
wanted. The lot itself was easy to find and easy to identify. I would recommend going there. This
was my first time buying a car and naturally I was nervous. Both Angel and George made it an
easy and fun experience. I found this dealership a pleasure to work with. Fast response to my
inquiry, the car was Immaculate inside and out. They accommodated My schedule for a test
drive, my mechanic check, And finalization of the sale. This dealer would be My first choice
whenever I shop for another car. Even though the car sold it the people before me, they called
to update me. Which I greatly appreciated. They did contact me but after asking them for a few
photos still no photo on CarGurus and a question about the timing belt, I never heard back from
them after that. Although I decided on another vehicle, this dealer was prompt and pleasant to
work with. It was a great experience with awesome communication! Appreciated this
experience, would recommend to others! Awesome Dealership, Very friendly and helpful
through the entire purchase. Would definitely buy from them again. It could not have been
easier. My wife was impressed at how quickly all the paper work was done. This was a home
buy. The car was brought down from Show Low to Phoenix The driver spent over an hour to
demonstrate the new features for the car. They earned the 5 star rating and more. The price
advertised was the price of the car. The car was nice and clean. My wife asked about the new
car smell. I would gladly recommend Hatch Toyota to anyone. Brown was always prompt with
answers and made the purchase of car very easy. Delivery of car was very Also without incident
and all the paper work was ready. Thank you very much, Carmen. Nice guy. Then strung me
along with false deadlines. Great people to deal with. They made buying another truck for our
business painless and easy. Ricky helped me figured out my credit situation and figured out my
down payment for this vehicle.. While Ford's other retromobile, the Thunderbird, didn't catch
critical acclaim like the Volkswagen New Beetle, the Mustang is careful not to dip too deep into
the high-school yearbook. Ford designers took inspiration from early Mustangs like the
Fastback and the Mach 1. The round headlights, deeply inset grille, another set of big round
lights in that grille, vertical three-bar taillights, and a roofline with that familiar rear-quarter glass
all mark this a Mustang. Retro touches like the chrome-plated circular emblem out back no Ford
logo in sight and multi-spoke wheels with chrome spinner caps look just as good today. Sure,
it's a streamlined modern car without chrome bumpers. But no other car looks this unique. The
interior really goes hard on the old-style cues with super-thin typefaces for the red-needled
gauges, again deeply inset like the grille they can glow in dozens of colors the driver can select.
A T-bar grip for the automatic transmission or a short, polished chrome ball for the manual are
both straight out of a Jimi Hendrix concert. Four circular air vents, a wide strip of aluminum
running across the cowled dash, and a gorgeous three-spoke steering wheel has silver accents
and big gaps between the spokes. Is the material quality great? Not reallyâ€”but then again, this
is a car that starts just over 20 grand. What befits a modern Mustang are big speakers in the
doors that can output up to 1, watts of power. Else, it's classic rock and roll, either as a coupe
or convertible. Two engines deliver more power than the Mustang's powerplants. The base 4.
It's now passable as a sporty car, only the tires don't grip well. If you have the choice, choose to
rent a V6 Mustang and buy the GT, which comes with a proper 4. The Mustang may be wider and
enjoy a longer wheelbase for more stability, but this is the only sports car sitting on a live rear
axle meant for trucks. Even the Explorer, an actual truck, uses an independent rear suspension
for better control and more secure handling. The Mustang's rear end is defiantly old school. Off
the line, this can result in axle hop when really mashing the throttle and it also exacerbates the

Mustang's stiff ride. Yet, handling is so improved with the new car, as are the larger brakes, that
it feels nimbler and sharper than ever before. Only the previous-generation Mustang Cobra will
out-handle the new GT. Trunk space is up two cubic feet to 13, and there's a small pass-through
to the rear seatsâ€”which are somewhat more spacious than what you'll find in a Porsche The
convertible has a power top with manual latches and a heated glass window. Everything but the
instrument cluster is easy to readâ€”the retro type is just so skewed and borderline illegible.
Else, you'll find ordinary controls in the Mustang in the ordinary places. This is a car built for
driving, and that mission is entirely fulfilled. A Premium package brings a six-way power
driver's seat, six-disc CD changer, watt Shaker stereo, and the chrome spinners on the rims.
Leather and the multi-color instrument panel are optional. The GT just brings fog lamps, traction
control, rear spoiler, and the V8. You won't find navigation, Bluetooth, or much of anything
electronic except a watt Shaker stereo with subwoofers in the trunk. The Mustang comes with
dual front airbags. Traction control and anti-lock brakes are optional on the V6. Stability control
and head curtain airbags are not offered. Side airbags are optional on all models. The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA rated the Mustang five out of five stars for the
driver and front passenger in a frontal crash, and four stars for the driver in a side crash. Fuel
economy adjusted to modern EPA tests is mpg city, mpg highway, and mpg combined. While
lacking in safety equipment and technology, the Mustang succeeds in being a modern take on
an old-fashioned theme, and no other car in its segment can claim its lineage. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Ford Mustang listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Private Seller:
Harrison. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Joseph. Why Use CarGurus? Ford and several third
party companies offered many modified versions of the highly popular Mustang in order to cater
to specific portions of the marketplace outside of the mainstream. High-performance
enthusiasts seek more powerful, sharper handling, sports cars, while collectors and purists
seek limited production and alternate or nostalgic styling, such as is commonly found on many
commemorative editions. Still, others were made purely for experimental concepts such as the
McLaren M81 turbo and SVO, which later influenced production model design. Most variants
include both performance upgrades, and unique cosmetic treatments that are typically minimal
to maintain the familiar appearance of a stock Mustang. Although most of these Mustang
variants were aimed at enthusiasts, an exception was the Special Service Package or SSP ,
which was designed specifically for law enforcement. Automobile racer Carroll Shelby
transformed a conventional Mustang into a serious track racer designated as the "GT".
Additionally, shortened hoods and deleted rear seats with identifying trim were among the
visual variations. These select Mustangs were converted to street, road racing, and drag cars in
Shelby's plant at Los Angeles International Airport. It had the c. Cobra Jet engine introduced the
same year. The K. Ford renewed their contract with Shelby. Shelby along with Paxton also
designed a new variant based on the V6 Mustang. Shelby also created the CS8, a 4. Due to the
popularity of the remake Gone in 60 Seconds movie of and the popularity of Eleanor , a number
of car shops started to produce the copyrighted character Eleanor and Denice Shakarian Halicki
again had to resort to legal action to protect the trademark and Eleanor's copyrighted character
image. In , Denice won a case against Carroll Shelby, who had been selling "Eleanor". In the
appeal court stated that Eleanor is a copyrighted character and that includes her image, the
one-of-a-kind custom looks. Jack Roush Performance Engineering, established by former Ford
engineer Jack Roush in , had been known for providing performance racing parts, vehicles and
engines. Roush had hoped to form a partnership with Ford which would put his Mustangs in
dealer showrooms across the country. Unfortunately, Ford passed on this collaboration noting
the vehicles would be too expensive to mass produce. From , Roush Performance Products was
formed offering aftermarket performance parts, vehicles and crate engines for street use. The
company introduced four packages for the Mustang. In addition, it came with an air dam, side
skirts and a rear spoiler. The suspension was extensively modified with Bilstein shocks,
high-rate springs, stiffer anti-roll bars and new control arms. Roush claimed it achieved 1. Both
Stage 1 and Stage 2 came with V6 or V8 engine options. The Stage 3 platform was essentially a
heavily modified Mustang GT. The Ford 4. Note: The Sport has the same variations as The

Premium stage 3 but without the supercharger which can be added at a later date by customer.
In , Roush released a limited edition mustang known as the A. This was a Stage 3 Roush with
the addition of a custom A interior, Roush braking system, and a rear exhaust system instead of
the side-mounted exhaust system. The A model was released in to commemorate the 40 years
of Ford Mustang production. The lowest-level version was the Roush Sport package. The Roush
Sport Mustang had a s retro look. It featured a six-piece Aerobody kit of Roush-designed
aerodynamic body components. The kit included rocker panels, a rear wing, front fascia and
rear valancers. Optional body components were a chin spoiler, quarter window and rear
louvers, and a hood scoop. The Stage 1 Roush Mustang was an appearance package, offering
many of the aesthetic components of the Sport version. It featured Roush graphics, fender
badges, deck lid emblem, windshield banner and embroidered floor mats. Stage 1 options
included leather seats, Jack Roush-autographed gauge cluster, and billeted aluminum pedals
and shift knob. Stage 2 was the more popular version, with performance suspension and
handling components combined with appearance upgrades. It included racing-style front struts,
rear shocks, front and rear springs, and a front sway bar. Custom Roush inch chrome wheels
and high-performance tires were part of the package. The Eaton M90 supercharged 4. The R
featured the same suspension, power-train, and most of the body-kit of the Stage 3, but it lacked
the rear fascia and rectangular exhaust tips of the various Stage models. It produced an
additional 20 hp In addition, it was equipped with a "hockey stick stripe" appearance package in
lieu of the two racing stripes found on the Sport through Stage 3 models. In , Roush produced
the limited edition R Mustang followed by the limited edition R Mustang in , which was the same
concept as the previous year's R, but featured a horizontal nine-bar grille, Sparco captive hood
pins, and a chrome supercharger. Four and six-piston brakes were an option on both cars, but
not standard. The engine internals were upgraded to a forged rotating assembly, allowing a
larger Eaton TVS R Roots supercharger. This produced crank hp and ft lbs of torque. Based in
Pompano Beach , Florida , Dario Orlando founded Steeda Autosports now known as Steeda in
using his years of experience repairing and racing cars. Steeda is one of the largest
manufacturers of Ford aftermarket performance parts. Originally a simple Ford-based racing
team, they introduced its Steeda GT in The Steeda GT was a low-production car with mostly
handling and braking upgrades, including Steeda Ultralite which were repackaged Konig
Villains. In , prior to the introduction of the Q, the Steeda GT was given the front splitter, which
helped keep the newer New Edge Mustangs planted on the ground, and became a popular
aftermarket addition. This remained the only offering from Steeda through the model year. The
4. Fuel is supplied via twin Bosch pumps, and Steeda-spec Borla 2. Motor Trend magazine
performed a dynamometer test on the Q In , Steeda introduced Q It comes equipped with a 5.
Saleen was founded by racer Steve Saleen in , the first model being produced in The first
Saleens were mainly focused on handling performance and used stock Ford engines. Saleen
Mustangs came in two main categoriesâ€”the S, which had the Ford Modular 4. There were
supercharged versions of both. The "S was available from to For the Mustangs 5th generation
the top Saleen model was the SExtreme , in which they have replaced the factory 4. In , Saleen
and retired racer Parnelli Jones made a limited-edition version of the Mustang. Production of
this car was limited to only cars. The Iacocca Silver 45th Anniversary Edition is a limited 45 unit
edition commemorating the 45th anniversary of Ford Mustang. Named for Lee Iacocca who
helped develop and introduce the Mustang, this edition is based on the Mustang platform.
Despite the build status, it carries factory engine and Ford Racing Package warranties. Iacocca
was given car 1 of Engine choices include 4. Transmission is 5-speed manual only. The car's
suspension was upgraded from the base car. In addition to selling the Mustang in North
America, Ford saw the importance of marketing the sporty car overseas as well, especially to
American military personnel. However, the name "Mustang" was copyrighted by small truck
manufacturer Krupp in Germany, which prevented Ford from using the name there. Therefore,
Ford re-badged Mustangs bound for export to Germany with the T-5 name. All references to the
Mustang name, including the steering wheel hub, side nameplates, the grille, and rear fuel filler,
were blanked out, replaced by the words "FORD" only. The "T-5" emblem graced the front
fender behind the wheel well, where the "Mustang" nameplate and horse emblem were located
on other Mustangs. Other than this, they were exactly the same as Mustangs elsewhere.
Virtually all models and packages for the Mustang were available for the T-5 including the GT.
After Krupp's brand rights on the Mustang name expired, so all Mustangs imported to Germany
after kept the name Mustang. The T-5 designation also applied to the 13 prototypes that were
built before the first generation Mustang went into production. In , Ford Vice-president Lee
Iacocca leading the Fairlane Group a committee of Ford managers and executives began to
work on a front-engine, four-seater design, known as the T-5 in company parlance, and later, the
Mustang. To speed development, Ford Falcon and Fairlane components were used. Nearly the

only design element that remained from the original Mustang I were the fake louvers that
recreated the radiator scoops of the two-seater, and its name, emblazoned on its side panels as
the "galloping Mustang" logo. The High Country Mustangs were manufactured from , and , as a
special promotion vehicle for Colorado-area Ford dealers, the first two years of High Country
Specials were little more than special exterior colors and a triangular HCS emblem for all body
styles. For '68, the HCS became a hardtop only and borrowed the front foglights, sidescoops,
and Shelby rear end treatments as to not to be confused with the Challenger Special of that only
came with a standard tail housing. The Ski Country Special was a region specific, dealer
promotional package available in the winter of and was not limited to the Mustang line. The
combination of features identifying a Ski Country Special were: a ski rack, "coffee bar" luggage
rack , a limited slip axle, a unique emblem and two snow tires. The concept was for a power
packing 4v in a plain wrapper coupe, in rare cases they were fitted with Shelby manifolds and
Holley carburetors. The power-to-weight ratio in the Challenger gave the budget-minded buyer a
chance to run with the Shelby Models without the cost. The Cobra II was an appearance
package only and offered no true performance upgrades; it was available with the 2. Starting in
late Ford installed the Cobra II package itself, this continued until the end of production in The
King Cobra was produced only for Its only available engine was the 5. The Ford Mustang SVT
Cobra was built by Ford from to , except , due to engine power issues that surfaced with the
model. The Cobra R was built that year though. On rare occasions, Ford produced a
higher-performance Cobra R variant. Introduced for the model year , the SVO was intended to
be the model that would both reestablish the Mustang as a modern sports coupe and provide a
competitor to European and Japanese compact sports coupes of the day. The project became
the first for Ford's then-new SVO division, who endowed the car with several suspension and
drive train modifications. Power came from an updated and heavily modified version of Ford's 2.
Taking the Fox-Platformed 5. Nearly 15, of these special units were made from until their
discontinuation in In , a unique version called "Spring Feature" was available on GT models.
Offered only in Performance Red, Black, Silver, White, or Zinc Yellow, the Spring Feature
package contained 17" x 8" performance wheels and tires, a body-colored hood scoop,
body-colored side scoops, two black "GT" stripes on the hood, and black "Mustang" inserts on
the embossed bumper. Ford produced 3, Spring Feature GTs. The special edition Mustang GT
called the Spring Feature Mustang; all 3, units received the same side ducts and hood scoop as
the 35th Anniversary Limited Edition GT, as well as black Mustang bumper inserts, dual black
stripes on the hood with GT on them, and 17" by 8" bright finish wheels. The package was
available only on GTs and included the following features:. In , Ford partnered with Warner
Bros. The Bullitt featured a large hood scoop reminiscent of the earlier Boss scoop, as well as
new side scoops, lower body moldings and C-pillars with unique rear side window shape. Other
special features on the Bullitt included aluminum pedals and shifter, gauge facings and seat
upholstery patterned after the model, red brake calipers with the Mustang logo on them, and the
removal of the spoiler and fog lamps regularly found on Mustang GTs, all for a cleaner look. A
â€” Bullitt [16] edition has been released as well. Exterior features include uniquely finished 18"
Torq-Thrust style wheels and removal of the decklid spoiler and all badges except for the faux
gas cap, which is replaced with a Bullitt-specific unit. Inside, there are Bullitt door sills, gauges,
and steering wheel cap, an engine-turned aluminum dash panel, aluminum shift knob and
pedals, and GTinspired front seats and GTinspired steering wheel with black stitching. The first
factory Mustang open-element air filter, unique exhaust that mimics the sound of Steve
McQueen 's GT Fastback and ends in 3. A Tremec 5-speed manual and 3. Suspension is
upgraded by a Bullitt-badged front tower brace and retuned suspension components that drop
the ride height by 6 millimetres 0. The Bullitt Mustang returned for the third time for the model
years. The s variant of the Bullitt was offered in either its signature Dark Highland Green or in
Shadow Black paint and had unique exterior features such as: 19" black Torq-Thrust style
wheels, spoiler delete, removed badges and a chrome trim along its side windows and front
grille. The faux gas cap was back as was the white cue ball style shifter knob.
Performance-wise, the Bullitt came equipped with the Gen 3 Coyote V8 but with the intake
manifold, throttle body and airbox from the Shelby GT that helped the engine to produce an
additional 20 horsepower over the GT at The engine was only offered with the MT 6-speed
manual transmission. Lastly, the active-valve exhaust was tuned to produce a sound more
reminiscent of the movie car. Komen for the Cure to create the Circle of Promise campaign,
which aims to increase breast cancer awareness in African-American women. Among the
campaign, Ford produced cars with Warriors in Pink Package. In addition, there was a
sweepstake for winning a custom version of Warriors in Pink vehicle, which was created by
Galpin Auto Sports. The original production run of the Mach 1 ended in In and the "Mach 1"
nameplate returned. Ford introduced the new Mach 1 to keep interest in the current Mustang

high until the release of the S with yet another special-edition Mustang. The Mach 1 used a
non-supercharged aluminum block with DOHC with only a forged crank on manual models. The
Cobra used a 4. Other special features included "retro" interior styling, with seats made to look
like the "comfortweave" seats in the original Mach 1s, old-style gauges, and aluminum pedals
and shifter. The "Shaker" was so named because it was attached to the engine and stuck out
through a hole in the hood, and would move with the torque of the motor. Ford utilized the same
casting for the new "Shaker" that they had for the model year. Despite having camshafts that
produce power at lower rpm, the Mach 1's 4. The Mach 1 was also equipped with 3. An
appearance package, it added special side stripes, a blackout stripe between the tail lights, a
billet grille, and metallic sterling grey 18" wheels. The package was only available in Premium
V-6 trim, and has been offered since its conception on the V-6 models. The code for the
Mustang was the least common for the model year. Ford celebrated the Mustang's 20th
Anniversary in by issuing a limited-edition GT model under the designation GT The GT name
had not been used since the last Shelby Mustang was produced in The GT could be ordered in
either a hatchback or convertible body style driven by either the high-performance cid V8 or the
cid Turbo four. All came in white with special stripes and lettering while inside, SVO style seats
were a feature of the all red interior. The 20th anniversary edition GT sported a whole new look
for Mustang, including the white monochromatic paint scheme and bold "GT" Striping. These
Stripes are very reminiscent of the classic Shelby Mustangs Produced in the s. One big
mechanical revision for the Anniversary Mustang involved the GT's suspension. In addition,
quad shocks replaced the old-style traction bars and the rear anti-roll bar diameter increased to
0. The 4V 5-speed was available with a 3. The 20th Anniversary Edition GT's were produced
during 35 days of production. There was no official 25th Anniversary model from Ford in , even
though this was looked into with several designs on body and performance modifications. In
response Ford modified the running horse badge on the passenger side of the dash board,
stating "25 Years" on the bottom of the badge. These badges were installed beginning in April
for one year, until April , the Anniversary model year. After April , Ford kept the badges in place,
without the "25 Years" portion. Ford also added "25 Years" water mark on the window sticker
with the running horse badge during this time period. Producing 1, Convertible models and only
Coupe models. Total production for this Centennial Edition was 2, In , Ford produced a special
40th Anniversary Edition of the Mustang. The anniversary package was available in Crimson
Red exclusive to package , Oxford White or black. Ford produced 4, Crimson Red models.
Crimson Red, Ford paint code "FX", was also called Merlot on several other Ford models from
the through model years. Most 40th Anniversary package cars came with Parchment tan leather
interiors. Some came with black leather. This is possibly a Canadian variation. This possible
Canada-only variation also features Cobra wheels, no hood stripes and 'Mustang' decals on the
lower-body side panels under the doors. Other than two pre-production units, all Crimson Red
vehicles were built from August through November It marked the end of this design of the
Mustang, as ushered in an all-new model. They were sold exclusively to military personnel
serving overseas. The cars came in 5. This Warrior Mustang features Roush-specific designs
such as the Roush front fascia, quad-tip rear valence with Roush Quad-Tip exhaust, a rear
spoiler, side scoops, and other unique additions. What makes the Warrior Mustang special is
the custom Warrior badging and striping which is unique to this car only. They were offered
with both an automatic and 6-speed transmission. Most purchasers didn't see their cars for
several months as they chose not to have them shipped overseas. Only eight were built in total,
with four made as year models, and produced horsepower. The cars featured a Petty's Garage
grille badge, rear badge, and window etching, Warrior Mustang leather interior, Warrior Mustang
embroidered front floor mats, a shift ball in Petty Blue, Edelbrock TVS supercharger, and was
finished in Shadow Black with Petty Blue stripes and detailing. Richard Petty autographed the
dash plaque of each vehicle himself. The car was donated to a security officer and disabled
Navy veteran by a member of the Jacksonville Sheriff's Office after seeing a touching story on
Fox 47 news about him and his dog Sarge being homeless. The command colors of VFA are red
and yellow, which matches the original yellow factory paint. The FR name describes racing
variants of the Mustang based on the to S chassis. Ford Racing designed and built "turn-key,"
competition use cars without VINs serial numbers were used instead. The FRS featured a racing
version of the 4. FR race cars vary greatly depending on what racing series they were designed
for. Additionally, different sanctioning bodies have required changes to be made to the FR
original "spec. For , The Boss was produced for the Trans-Am racing series. It later became the
most popular Boss Mustang that Ford produced. For , the FR was replaced by racing variants of
the Mustang Boss Introduced in November , the Boss Mustang became one of the last high
performance models of the Mustang line. The Boss engine was a Cleveland four barrel engine
with a mechanical cam, solid lifters, It was topped with an all-new CFM Ford 4 barrel carburetor.

The Boss engine produced horsepower at 5, rpm. The Boss Mustang debuted in January
NASCAR's rules stated that for any "trick" part or engine to be considered legal, it had to be
installed on at least cars that were sold to the public. The Boss engine was rated at over hp. It
featured aluminum heads, with huge, free-flowing intake and exhaust ports, a crescent shaped
combustion chamber, and large oversized valves which were set at an angle so that the intake
valve was close to the intake manifold and the exhaust valve was close to the exhaust manifold.
The standard CFM Holley carburetor was mounted on a high rise intake manifold. These
Mustangs feature specialized graphics and appearance packages, as well as performance
modifications. The Ford Mustang I was a small, mid-engined 4-cylinder , open two-seater with
aluminum body work, that began life as a design exercise and eventually became the progenitor
of the famed Ford Mustang. Although it shared few design elements with the final production
vehicle, it did lend its name to the line. Although bearing the same name as the first generation
production Mustang, the four-seater Mustang II which closely resembled the final production
variant that would appear in , was intended primarily for the auto show circuit. After debuting at
the Watkins Glen Grand Prix, the Mustang II had a short lifespan as a show car before being
relegated to the task of "test mule". The sole example still exists, albeit in storage at the Detroit
Historical Museum. Unveiled in at the Detroit International Auto Show, this concept gave us a
peek into the Mustang's near future. Although not all that close in design to the actual
production model , it did offer Mustang fanatics some insight and hints on where Ford was
going with their flagship. It was powered by a supercharged 4. They were designed after the
production Mustang was finalized to gauge public reaction to the design. The design of the
Mustang was created from scratch, the first in 23 years. Ironically, the original Mustang was an
American interpretation of European design aimed at the youngest, fastest-growing segment of
the market â€” Baby Boomers â€” while the latest version interprets American design through a
European lens for aging Baby Boomers. The hood has twin scoops sitting in a U-shaped
channel, topped by separate body color panels. This elongates the hood section, creates
tailored character lines that flow into the instrument panel's twin cowl upper section, and
provides cold air ducting the supercharged V8. Notable features on the Mustang GT include
inch wheels, a nose which leans forward, and a side scoop. For the first time in the Mustang's
nearly year existence, the scoop is a fully integrated design element that creates a triangular
opening, and flows forward along the chamfered lower body line. The interior is trimmed in red
leather, black accents, brushed aluminum, and borders on parody with red leather racing style
seats draped over black forms atop aluminum pedestals. Similarly, the dash pad "eyebrows"
overlook a metal band containing the gauges and vents, and the red lower section. The tail
section divides lights into three units on either side of a large badge reminiscent of early
Mustang filler caps. There is a similarity of the tail lamps' angled upper section to that of the
Australian-built Capri convertible of the early s. The GT-R was a concept by Ford to signal a
focus on the racing market. Notable design changes from the base model included GT-R
wheels, Brembo brakes, Pirelli slick tires and a more aggressive look. It was designed by the
Italian car design firm, Italdesign , and led by Fabrizio Giugiaro. From Wikipedia, the free
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13 Mustang Black Wheels that will fit the needs of just about any enthusiast! Buy our huge
selection of wheels today! The SVE R wheel is a combination of sharp styling with a popular
concave design that transforms the looks of your S or S Mustang with its split, spoke design.
The split spokes come together as they lead into the flat center section modeled after the
Shelby GTR. The R wheel features a SVE center cap and open lug holes that make wheel install
or removal very simple. This wheel setup will look marvelous on any color Mustang! These
Gloss Black Wheels are Flow Formed to increase Structural strength and reduce the overall
weight to improve your driving experience. Wide spokes help to highlight the smooth design of
this simple yet timeless styling! The SVE SP2 wheel raises the bar with is split, Y- Spoke Design
modeled after the Performance Pack 2 optioned cars from and , yet looking right at home on
your cars as well! Add a set of these black Mustang rims to your S or S Mustang and get ready
to drive past the competition! The SVE 10th Anniversary are manufactured in a 4 Lug Pattern in
the Split 7-Spoke 5 design that will flow perfectly with the body lines of your Fox whether it is a
4-Eyed car or the later cars! These stand out wheels are offered in 17x9 wheels in the front and
17x10 wheels out back so they can be purchased as staggered mustang wheels and tires! The R
wheel is made with a Flow Forming process to increase Structural strength and reduce the
overall weight to improve your overall driving experience versus the low-pressure cast wheels
that are more common on factory Mustangs and many aftermarket wheels. The open 7 Spoke
design has plenty of room to clear large brake packages to stop your Mustang under heavy
deceleration! It is difficult to top a 5 Spoke Wheel that is done correctly! The sharp lines of the
SVE NVX wheel keeps it simple but aggressive to help match the body lines of the Mustangs
like it was made for them. WIth its wide and flat spokes, its styling is unmistakable and
definitely a head-turner. When combining the 17x8 or 17x9 wheels with a rear 17x10, the Saleen
SC wheel will complete the deep dish rim look that many Fox Enthusiasts are looking for! Add a
set to your 79 to 93 Mustang today! There may not be a more recognizable Late-Model Mustang
than the Terminator. Adding the styling of one of the most iconic Mustangs ever made will add
superior looks to your to Mustang! The Cobra Wheels are manufactured in a 4 Lug Pattern in the
classic yet aggressive 5 Spoke pattern that will fill out the wheel well perfectly of your Fox. A
popular set up would be to pick these up as staggered mustang wheels and tires with 17x9
wheels in the front and 17x10 wheels out back! Featuring a mesh, split spoke design; the Series
1 wheel tastefully highlights the body lines of all SN95 and New Edge Mustangs. The SVE Series
1 wheel is a modern take on a classic wheel design that is a sure head-turner. An all black
appearance, with the exception of the simulated chrome rivets and SVE logo Center Cap,
highlight the Series 1 gloss black wheels. The SVE Series 2 wheels feature an open spoke
design thanks to a split, 5-Spoke set up with the perfect combination of race-inspired looks yet
retaining a classy face. The simulated chrome rivets and brushed aluminum SVE logo Center
Cap helps the Series 2 to rise up above the competition! These wheels are Exclusive to LMR.
Exclusive to LMR. The gloss black combines very well with the machined and brushed
aluminum to offer an aggressive yet stylish option. This particular setup features a split,
multi-spoke appearance that has the looks of the higher priced wheels but has an affordable
price. The mesh design of the Downforce couples excellently with the concave construction of
the rear wheels. The Offset and Backspacing will offer superior fitment that perfectly sits inside
the wheel well of your to current Mustang! Another wheel exclusive to LMR. With its sleek,
chiseled lines, the Drift Wheel will help your Mustang stand out from the rest. The Wheel
Features a mesh, split-spoke design that has a stepped ridge to break up the lines of the spokes
to catch light from every angle to highlight the Gloss Black color. Finally, they are finished off
with a unique SVE center cap with a chrome ring. Give us a call to place your order today! Show
More Show Less. Share this article! Shop Mustang Wheels By Year! If you have forgotten your
password, enter the Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button. We will send
you and Email with a link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and do not have a
Ford Performance Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an account for you.
The Ford Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or
speech-impaired: Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing Ford
Performance's Mustang parts selection can make your early or late model Mustang stand out.
With our Mustang tool below, simply select a model year to get started. Our Mustang wheels set
the standard in performance, value, durability and design. Have confidence when you build up
your own blue-blood Ford Performance Must
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ang. They have earned their right to wear the Ford oval - the hard way. The user name or
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